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Goal of this tutorial

 Describe the “Opportunistic Forwarding” Challenge
– getting you interested in the problem
– keeping you unsatisfied with the (current) solutions

 Share experience of pocket-switched networking
– from measurement to models and analysis
– hot open issues
– … and a couple of advices to answer them
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Contents in a nutshell

 Statistics of contact processes
– why are they needed?
– how to measure them? what to conclude?

 Properties of paths in a temporal network
– why do they have a “small diameter” ?
– why do they have a “large width” ?

 During the course
– Brief introduction to models for an opportunistic network
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The vision: Pocket Switched Networks

 Any device can store and forward
 Data can be transported using …

– local connectivity,
– global connectivity,
– mobility of users.

 No contemporaneous routes,
only opportunistic decisions
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Why is this happening?

 Multiplication of human carried devices
– that can support a conversation (with radio, bandwidth),
– that can access/exchange content (increasing storage).

 Infrastructure does well but
… it can break,
… it may have not been built, or
… it may simply be too expensive.

 Trend towards nomad and collaborative applications
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Questions to address

Can we characterize when and where opportunistic
networking provides acceptable performance?

 When does it fail?
 Which algorithms are needed?
 Are these conditions met in practice?

Key challenge: Mobility
is there a representative scenario? can you compare
different environments?
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Structure of this talk

 Motivation

 Statistics of contact process
– impact in opportunistic network models
– measurement

 Properties of forwarding paths
– studying the diameter of a temporal network
– beyond optimality: paths counting

 5 tips for young pocket-switched networkers
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Statistics of contact process

 In this part you learn
– Some models of opportunistic networks
– Description of forwarding algorithms
– why heavy-tail index impacts stability and delay
– why it’s hard to estimate its value
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Characterizing a mobile network

 Focus on pathology, “What can break the network?”
– physicians study diseases
– psychologists study neuroses
– computer networkers study routing and traffic anomalies,

or congestion events.
… similarly, we are studying disconnections.

 contact time: time duration of a contact.
 inter-contact time: time that separates two successive contacts of this pair.

a contact time an inter-contact time
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Model #1: A collection of point processes

 A model of network with nodes {1,2,…,N}.
 For each pair of devices (d,d’), a point process

 Usually we assume
– contact time neglect

 “short contact”: only one packet may be exchanged.
 “long contact”: an arbitrary amoung of packets may be exchanged

– renewal property
– independence between different pairs
… then the law is characterized by the inter-contact time distribution.
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What is NOT in the model?

 Geographical mobility,
– localization is not available by default,
– geogr. mobility models have high complexity.

 Wireless medium property
– propagation, interference, low level functions.

 Variation with the time of the day
 Correlation among several pairs
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Model #1a: Exponential inter-contact

 Model #1 + all inter-contact times follow exp(λ)
 Then Contact Processes are memoryless.

– Markovian model of pure birth
– Introduced and analyzed by [Groenvelt-Nain-Koole 05]
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Forwarding algorithms

 Oblivious forwarding algorithms
– wait-and-forward
– 2 hop, multi-copy, random
– flooding

 State forwarding algorithms
– distance or “utility” based

using information on age, mobility or social profile

– with or without transitivity of information
– lots of hybrid

 Main question: Does it matter?
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Two-hop relaying algorithm

 Assume nodes move according to i.i.d. location

– Do not try to guarantee connectivity
– 1st hop: source -> anybody nearby.

(takes advantage of multi-user diversity)
– 2nd hop: relay -> destination.

 Capacity remains constant even with
high density [Grossglauser Tse 01].
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Model #1b: Power-law inter-contact

 Inter-contact for every pair follows a power law.

– includes some memory,
– the waiting-time paradox gets worse

– let us start with “homogeneous”, “long contacts” & “two-
hop relaying”.

Light-tailed

Heavy-tailed
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Two-hop: stability/instability

 when α > 2
The two-hop relaying algorithm converges, and it achieves a finite

expected delay.

 when α < 2
The expected delay grows to infinity with time.
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What about “short contact”?

 Need to
– account for the queuing in nodes
– add a stability condition on the source: each sends to a

unique destination (not the same) with rate
 Need to extend queuing with service time instants

– General proof for stability of a single server queue may be
rewritten (e.g. using Palm calculus in discrete time).

– The finite expected delay derives from property of random
walks with negative drift.
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What about other algorithms?

 The Two-hop relaying strategy is very conservative.
– What about duplicate packets ? Or epidemic forwarding ?

 This comes to the question:
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Forwarding with redundancy:

 For α > 2
Any stateless algorithm achieves a finite expected delay.

 For                     and                    :
There exists a forwarding algorithm with m copies, that achieves a

finite expected delay.

 For α < 1
No algorithm (even flooding) achieve a bounded delay (Orey’s

theorem).
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Preliminary Conclusions

 The heavy tail index characterizes stability of
forwarding algorithms in opportunistic networks.
– Queuing does not seem to impact stability (in other words,

bandwidth is not the primary factor)
– simple redundancy is sufficient.

 Current ongoing extensions:
– heterogeneous power laws
– queuing with redundancy
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Structure of this talk

 Motivation

 Statistics of contact process
– impact in opportunistic network models
– measurement

 Properties of forwarding paths
– studying the diameter of a temporal network
– beyond optimality: paths counting

 5 tips for young pocket-switched networkers
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Measuring Mobility: Haggle approach

 A Focus on connectivity, no geographical mobility
 What’s different with iMotes?

– always on (≠ PDA, cell phones)
– no infrastructure (≠ WLANs, RFID, active badges)
– not powerful (range ~ 10m, ≠ WiFi ~ 100m)
– not a tracking device (privacy)
– tiny
– not expensive

 Now working on a new platform.
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Inter-contact seen at two timescales

 It may be approximated by a
Power law on range
[5mn;1day]
the slope α ~ 0.4 .

 In agreement over a diverse
set of traces with (GSM, WiFi,
Campus, City)

α ~ 0.4

Light-tailed

Heavy-tailed
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Validation

 MIT Reality Mining and Dartmouth

 MIT using
Bluetooth.

 Dartmouth
using WiFi.

 MIT using GSM.

 Agreement
for [5mn,1day]

 other traces
[Karagiannis07]

α ~ 0.3
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Issue #1: Aggregation

 Ideally, one should study the contact process of all
pairs separately.

 In practice:
– too much pairs: requires automated distribution analysis,
– too few data: most of the pairs have a few inter-contacts.

 Hence, data from several pairs “aggregated”
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Issue #1: Aggregation example 1

 per contacts  per pairs
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Issue #1: Aggregation example 2

 per contacts  per pairs
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Issue #2: Individual pairs statistics

 Estimating heavy tail index
for each pair

 3 estimators:
– based on median,granularity
– lower and upper bounds

based on order statistics
 Other estimators exist but

are hard to use in an
automated manner.

(Hill Crovella-Taqqu).
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Pairs statistics seen across data sets

 Estimated using
– ccdf bounds

on [5mn;12h].
– median

 Important
variation
between pairs.

 index remains
small.
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Issue #3: Truncation

 In practice all tails are limited?
 Let us consider a truncated power law [Ye Liu 06]

– X = min( power_law(α) , A)
 For α < 1, the expected remaining inter-contact time

 If you use m copies, delay is
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Issue #4: Granularity

 What to do with very small inter-contacts ?
 Impact little the inter-contact distribution shape.
 But …

– this changes the median value.
– this changes the step

 Two conventions with periodic scanning:
– assume contacts last until first time of absence
– assume contacts last until last time of presence.
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Issue #5: Sampling

 Some of the contacts are missed
– due to MAC corrupted address,
– due to conflict,
– due to power savings

 Impact is not straightforward:
– add a significant number of small inter-contacts.
– may also creates artificially very long values.
– blind sampling could change law in a way.

 Is it unavoidable ? can we sample with awareness.
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Issue #6: Test of “heavy-tail” nature

 “fake power law” effect
 may come from

sampling highest
values [Perline 05]
– for all Gumbel-type

distributions.

 or from heterogeneity
[Leguay06].
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Issue #6: Test of “heavy-tail” nature

 Limit of P[X>x] at x-> ∞.

 Limit Distribution (LD) test.

 Quantile quantile plots (qqplot)

 Pareto lower bound on range R
(e.g. R = [5mn;1day]).

failed

failed

so far, ok

so far, ok
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Issue #7: Stationarity & independence

 Correlation coefficients:

 Stationarity:
– impact of repeated disconnection period (i.e. night time)
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Conclusion

 A reasonable set of evidence towards
– a power law regime at small time scales (usually with a

heavy tail index around 1 or smaller).
– a light tailed regime at large time scales

 Consequences
– oblivious forwarding not efficient to deliver under 1 day.
– needs to take advantage of other aspect of human

mobility.
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Structure of this talk

 Motivation

 Statistics of contact process
– impact in opportunistic network models
– measurement

 Properties of forwarding paths
– studying the diameter of a temporal network
– beyond optimality: paths counting

 5 tips for young pocket-switched networkers
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Paths in temporal network

 In this part you learn:
– what tools are available to study forwarding paths
– reasons (empirical and model) to believe that the

“diameter” of a temporal network is small.
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Model #2: Temporal networks

 A directed graph,
– nodes represent devices
– edges are labeled with intervals

they represent contacts

 Several framework
– edge with time-dependent length,
– edge with a time-stamp

 Complex topology (e.g. Menger’s thm does not hold)
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Forwarding paths

 A time respecting path

– it defines an “earliest arrival” and a “last departure”

– and delivery function

 Two paths (or sequence of contacts)
may be concatenated if and only if
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Computing the delay-optimal paths

 For several paths

– delivery function as a
minimum.

– only needs to include
delay-optimal paths
(similar to dynamic
programming).

– extend with
constraints on hops.
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Examples of delivery functions

Infocom05Infocom05Hong KongHong Kong
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 4 hops are enough !

 True for all environments, but applies at different
timescales depending on the density.

Properties of delay-optimal paths

Infocom05Infocom05MIT MIT RealityMiningRealityMiningHong KongHong Kong
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Model #1c: Large Random Graph Process

 Assume that for each time slot t, an edge (d,d’) exists
at that time with probability p.
– i.e. a collection of independent random graphs indexed by

the time t.
– “short contact” a single edge may be used per slot.
– “long contact” any number of edges may be used per slot.

 We will consider properties when N →∞
– keeping the total contact rate of a node fixed
– leads to the scaling p = λ / N
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2 dimensions of temporal network diameter

 Given a source s and a destination d. We assume

– what is the chance of having a k hops path within time t?
 Can be answered using the “probabilistic method”

– Consider a fixed path s=u_0 , … , u_k = d
– P[path succeeds within t]=P[Binomial(t, λ / N) ≥ k]
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Phase transition for the short-contact case

 Maximum given by

 attained for
 Hence we can expect

delay-optimal paths with

k ~ log(N) for small
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Phase transition for the long contact case

 We have

– where
 Maximum only in subcritical case

–                            attained at

 We can then expect delay optimal paths within
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Preliminary conclusions

 Delay optimal paths may be computed exhaustively
– based on dynamic programming.

 “Small world effect” is delay-optimal
– optimal paths may take time but are usually short in hops.
– not a typical feature of human behavior, can be

reproduced using simple random graph process.
 Can navigability be delay optimal as well?

– A good mixture of regular and random contacts
allows a decentralized algorithm to find short
paths [Kleinberg00].
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Structure of this talk

 Motivation

 Statistics of contact process
– impact in opportunistic network models
– measurement

 Properties of forwarding paths
– studying the diameter of a temporal network
– beyond optimality: paths counting

 5 tips for young pocket-switched networkers
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Accounting for non-optimality

 Delay-optimality may not be a good objective
– A forwarding algorithm (even a smart one) may sometimes

miss the delay-optimal path.
– but does it really matter?

 Keep the benefits of short paths to improve delivery,
without spending time
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Path explosion

 Optimal path duration: time to find the first path.
 Time to explosion: time to find 999 more paths?

– latter is order of magnitude smaller (~150s).
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Model #3: ODE-limit of Markov jump Process

 Contact process: similar than Model #1a
– Each pair of nodes contacts according to Poisson λ/N

 Account for path discovery
– fix a source s
– denote by         the state of a node given by the amount of

paths discovered from s to it.
– keeps track of the distribution of states among the

population of nodes.

 An extension of epidemic model [Zhang05].
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Model #3: the ODE as a limit

 If a node “in state i” meets one “in state j”
– a transition occurs

– representing that paths to one node in i are added to the
collection of the other node.

 Notice that the transition rate
– depends only on the distribution of states among nodes
– depends linearly on the size.
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Model #3: the ODE as a limit

 Then the evolution of U (vector of all U_k) may be
rewritten as

– e_i is the vector with only the i_th coordinate equal to 1.
– the rate of transition (inside the integral) grows with the

population, so that from the same initial state distribution,
the evolution becomes a sum of many terms.

– this follows the solution of a deterministic diff. equation:
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Model #3: Solving the limit ODE

 The equation can be analyzed using a power series
– We deduce that mean growth

is exponential

– similar results for other moments (variance, etc.).
– If the initial distribution is light tailed (with a given

coefficient), this property is lost in finite time.
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Consequences on forwarding algorithms

 One expects all reasonably active forwarding
strategies to succeed around path explosion.

– In heterogeneous settings,
the delay depends primarily
on source’s contact rate.

 … ongoing.
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Conclusions for paths characterization

 Algorithms or applications for PSN can build upon
– the “small world” effect since that is relevant for delay.
– the “path explosion”

 We believe understanding the paths properties is an
important stepping stone:
– to understand what makes an algorithm efficient or

competitive.
– to inspire new ones.
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Tip #1 (challenge): Inference

 Many state-routing assume that a topology has been
constructed between nodes.
– sometimes, it provides a mean to estimate the topology
– but that estimation is rarely checked.

 Points up to challenge on establishing reproducibility
of human pattern.

 Tradeoff between reactiveness and optimality.
 Not to mention the body of research on inference pb.
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Tip #2 (advice): Validation

 Examples:
– Delay generally improves when delivery ratio reduces.
– Most of resource-limited results are difficult to interpret.

 If you can’t prove that you are wrong, you can’t prove
that you are right!
– One option is to use fitness and a systematic comparison

against the null hypothesis.
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Tip #3 (challenge): Where’s the User?

 Applications and users perception are thought at best
as borderline to a science project, although
– they provide good sanity check for validation,
– they bring good story,
– they keep your research topic alive.

 All opportunistic networks are user-centric,
– but so far only few proposals for incentive, trust, privacy.
– It will, by the end, lead the network.
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Tip #4 (advice): Try something hard!

 It’s not guaranteed you will fail.
– typically this advice does apply less for mature subjects

(congestion control, coding, scheduling, MAC).
 And otherwise, it’s (almost) guaranteed that you won’t

be remembered for applying known techniques.
 Too hard? Sub-problems are 500% OK!

 NB: Don’t worry, hard is easy for none :).
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Tip #5 (advice): “HSBC”

 “Never underestimate the importance of local
knowledge.”

 Are there really NO data?
– or is it just a pain to make them compatible?
– remember that everybody in the world fight with partial

data (and sometimes nasty reviewers).
– experiments provide new data AND new topics!

 Is there really NO model?
– not even in a simple case, not even with partial results.
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Concluding remarks

 Characterizing opportunistic networks is not hopeless.
– oblivious forwarding appears inefficient w.r.t. contact

process statistics,
– although good forwarding paths are short, and
– many of these paths appear at the same time.

 Mobility traces are available, and not so understood.
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Temporal contact patterns

 Inter-contact time
collected in three 8
hours intervals.

 Night = 1,710 contacts
 Day = 17,452 contacts
 Evening = 9,093 contacts

night

evening

day


